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The Tim Carmody Affair Jul 28 2022 When Tim Carmody was appointed Chief Justice of Queensland by Premier
Campbell Newman in 2014, he had been Chief Magistrate for only nine months. It proved to be the most
controversial judicial appointment in Australia’s history. Carmody’s elevation plunged the Supreme Court and the
legal profession into a bitter conflict with the government and with Carmody himself. How did he come to be
appointed to such a significant position? What can we learn from this saga about the fragile relationships between
politics and the courts? The Tim Carmody Affair places the full story of Carmody’s damaging and divisive tenure in
context, and identifies key reforms that could prevent this kind of controversy in the future. ‘A spellbinding and
alarming account of one of Australia’s great judicial dramas that ruptured the legal profession and the courts. The
Newman Government’s appointment of Tim Carmody as Queensland’s Chief Justice is a story of patronage,
betrayal, leaking, and political folly. Brilliant and revealing.’ — Richard Ackland
Job interview questions and answers for employment on Offshore Oil & Gas Rigs Jul 24 2019 The job
interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important
to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav
International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions
are so common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This
eBook contains 289 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 289 video movies
for a better understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical,
Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Rethinking Gender in Revolutions and Resistance Dec 09 2020 Ever since the uprisings that swept the Arab
world, the role of Arab women in political transformations received unprecedented media attention. The copious
commentary, however, has yet to result in any serious study of the gender dynamics of political upheaval.
Rethinking Gender in Revolutions and Resistance is the first book to analyse the interplay between moments of
sociopolitical transformation, emerging subjectivities and the different modes of women’s agency in forging new
gender norms in the Arab world. Written by scholars and activists from the countries affected, including Palestine,
Egypt, Tunisia and Libya, this is an important addition to Middle Eastern gender studies.
Masculinity in Breaking Bad Sep 05 2020 Following on author Peter Rollins' motto "If it isn't popular, it isn't
culture," this collection of new essays considers Vince Gilligan's award-winning television series Breaking Bad as a
landmark of Western culture--comparable to the works of Shakespeare and Dickens in their time--that merits
scholarly attention from those who would understand early the 21st century zeitgeist. The essayists explore the series
as a critique of American concepts of masculinity, with Walter White discussed as a father archetype--provider,

protector, author of a legacy--and as a Machiavellian warrior on the capitalist battleground. Other topics include the
mutual exclusivity of intellect and masculinity in American culture, and the dramatic irony as White's rationales for
his criminal life are gradually revealed as a lie. In "round table" chapters, contributors discuss the show's reception,
fans who root for "Team Walt," "Skyler-hating" and Breaking Bad as a feminist text.
Fukushima and Civil Society Aug 29 2022 This book analyzes the impact of the Fukushima disaster on civil
society in Japan with particular attention to the anti-nuclear movement, focusing on its development, repertoire of
action, mobilization strategies, modes of operation, and impact on the state’s energy policy. Combining social
movement theory and civil society theory, the author draws on extensive fieldwork in Japan to explore the context of
the sociopolitical situation in Japan up to the Fukushima accident and to offer a typological description and analysis
of the anti-nuclear movement that emerged after the disaster. Through an analysis of the relationship between the
power elitez and the anti-nuclear movement organizations, this volume considers the influences exercised by the
ruling elites on civil society and vice versa, thus assessing the effects of the anti-nuclear movement on the state
policy and the society. A comprehensive account of the anti-nuclear movement in post-Fukushima Japan, embedded
within a broader perspective of the movement’s historical development, contemporary political structures, and
opportunities, Fukushima and Civil Society will appeal to scholars of sociology and politics with an interest in social
movements.
Portsmouth Harbor and Piscataqua River, New Hampshire and Maine Navigation Improvement Project Aug
17 2021
Focus On: 100 Most Popular South Korean Idols Feb 29 2020
Production Course for Hiring on Onshore Oil and Gas Rigs Oct 07 2020 Petrogav International provides courses for
participants that intend to work on onshore oil and gas fields. Training courses are taught by professionals from the
oil and gas industry with current knowledge and more than 25 years of field experience. The participants will get all
the necessary competencies to work on the onshore oil and gas fields. It is intended also for non-drilling and nonproduction personnel who work in drilling, exploration and production industry. This includes marine and logistics
personnel, accounting, administrative and support staff, environmental professionals, etc. This course provides a
non-technical overview of the phases, operations and terminology used on onshore oil and gas fields. It is intended
also for non-production personnel who work in the onshore drilling, exploration and production industry. This
includes marine and logistics personnel, accounting, administrative and support staff, environmental professionals,
etc. No prior experience or knowledge of drilling operations is required. This course will provide participants a
better understanding of the issues faced in all aspects of oil and gas field operations, with a particular focus on the
unique aspects of onshore production operations.
Epidemiology: The Fight Against Ebola & Other Diseases Mar 12 2021 This title presents the history of
epidemiology. Vivid text details how early studies of the spread of disease led to vaccines and medications that can
halt pandemics. It also puts a spotlight on the brilliant scientists who made these advances possible. A case study on
the current Ebola outbreak is also included. Useful sidebars, rich images, and a glossary help readers understand the
science and its importance. Maps and diagrams provide context for critical discoveries in the field. Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Essential Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a
division of ABDO.
From 'Japan Problem' to 'China Threat'? May 14 2021 This book has four main objectives: to bring the thus far
almost entirely neglected historical case of ‘the rise of Japan’ into the literature on power shifts in general and ‘the
rise of China’ in particular; to propose a discourse-based conceptualization of identity for the study of economic
policy that engages theoretical and methodological debates on how to overcome the dichotomy between ‘ideational’
(identity) and ‘material’ (economic) factors; to address the tendency to focus on the ‘radical Other’ in
poststructuralist IR scholarship, by highlighting how heterogeneity disturbs exclusive and binary articulations of
identity and difference; and to propose a method for putting political discourse theory (PDT) into practice in
empirical research by drawing on rhetorical political analysis (RPA). US congressional debates on economic policy
on Japan and China in 1985–2008 are analysed as examples of official US elite public discourse. The book shows
that the ‘new era’ in US-Chinese relations that scholars and policymakers have been announcing since the beginning
of the Trump presidency was long in the making, as it rests on longstanding discourses on the USA’s main economic
competitor.
Berichte zur Lebensmittelsicherheit 2014 Jan 22 2022 Das Monitoring ist ein gemeinsam von Bund und Ländern
durchgeführtes Untersuchungsprogramm, das die amtliche Überwachung der Bundesländer ergänzt. Während die
Überwachung über hauptsächlich verdachts- und risikoorientierte Untersuchungen die Einhaltung rechtlicher
Vorschriften kontrolliert, ist das Monitoring ein System wiederholter repräsentativer Messungen und Bewertungen
von Gehalten an bestimmten unerwünschten Stoffen in den auf dem deutschen Markt befindlichen Erzeugnissen.
Dadurch können mögliche gesundheitliche Risiken für die Verbraucher frühzeitig erkannt und durch gezielte
Maßnahmen abgestellt werden. Neben Lebensmitteln sind auch kosmetische Mittel und Bedarfsgegenstände
Gegenstand des Monitorings. Das Monitoring von Lebensmitteln wird dabei zweigeteilt durchgeführt: Zum einen

werden jährlich zahlreiche Lebensmittel eines definierten Warenkorbes untersucht, zum anderen werden dazu
ergänzend aktuelle stoff- bzw. lebensmittelbezogene Fragestellungen in Form von Projekten bearbeitet.
The Great Betrayal Jun 22 2019 The twentieth century saw dramatic changes in the once Kurd-dominated Kirkuk
region of Iraq. Despite having repeatedly relied on the Kurdish population of Iraq for military support, on three
occasions the United States have abandoned their supposed allies in Kirkuk. The Great Betrayal provides a political
and diplomatic history of the Kirkuk region and its international relations from the 1920s to the present day. Based
on first-hand interviews and previously unseen sources, it provides an accessible account of a region at the very
heart of America's foreign policy priorities in the Middle East. In September 2017, Iraqi Kurdistan held an
independence referendum, intended to be a starting point on negotiations with the Iraqi Government in Baghdad on
the terms of a friendly divorce. Though the US, Turkey, and Iran opposed it, the referendum passed with 93% of the
vote. Rather than negotiate, Iraq's Prime Minister Heider al-Abadi issued an ultimatum and then attacked the region.
Iraq's Kurdish population have been abandoned, once again, by their supposed allies in the US. In this book, David
L. Phillips reveals the failings of America's policies towards Kirkuk and the devastating effects of betraying an ally.
Michael O'Hanrahan Feb 08 2021 From a staunchly Republican family, Michael O’Hanrahan’s outwardly quiet
and serious demeanour concealed a burning desire to see an independent Ireland. He was instrumental in setting up
the first branch of the Gaelic League in Carlow. Michael also helped found the workingman’s club in Carlow, which
he left when they decided to admit a British soldier. After moving to Dublin, he played important roles in both Sinn
Fein and the Irish Volunteers. As quartermaster of the Volunteers, he was responsible for the procurement of many
of the arms used in the Easter Rising. Michael O’Hanrahan was also a talented journalist and novelist whose
development was cut short by his execution in 1916. In this new biography Conor Kostick brings to life a man who
helped launch the 1916 Rising.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Crime Drama Films Jan 10 2021
Cross-Border Litigation in Europe Jan 28 2020 This substantial and original book examines how the EU Private
International Law (PIL) framework is functioning and considers its impact on the administration of justice in crossborder cases within the EU. It grew out of a major project (ie EUPILLAR: European Union Private International
Law: Legal Application in Reality) financially supported by the EU Civil Justice Programme. The research was led
by the Centre for Private International Law at the University of Aberdeen and involved partners from the
Universities of Freiburg, Antwerp, Wroclaw, Leeds, Milan and Madrid (Complutense). The contributors address the
specific features of cross-border disputes in the EU by undertaking a comprehensive analysis of the Court of Justice
of the EU (CJEU) and national case law on the Brussels I, Rome I and II, Brussels IIa and Maintenance Regulations.
Part I discusses the development of the EU PIL framework. Part II contains the national reports from 26 EU Member
States. Parts III (civil and commercial) and IV (family law) contain the CJEU case law analysis and several crosscutting chapters. Part V briefly sets the agenda for an institutional reform which is necessary to improve the
effectiveness of the EU PIL regime. This comprehensive research project book will be of interest to researchers,
students, legal practitioners, judges and policy-makers who work, or are interested, in the field of private
international law.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Campeonato Brasileiro Série A Players May 26 2022
Building Democracy in the Yugoslav Successor States Feb 20 2022 Building democracy in societies that have
known only authoritarian rule for half a century is complicated. Taking the post-Yugoslav region as its case study,
this volume shows how success with democratisation depends on various factors, including establishing the rule of
law, the consolidation of free media, and society's acceptance of ethnic, religious and sexual minorities. Surveying
the seven successor states, the authors argue that Slovenia is in a class by itself as the most successful, with Croatia
and Serbia not far behind. The other states - Bosnia-Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro, and Kosovo - are all
struggling with problems of corruption, poverty, and unemployment. The authors treat the issue of values as a policy
problem in its own right, debating the extent to which values have been transformed by changes in education and the
media, how churches and women's organisations have entered into the policy debate, and whether governments have
embraced a programme designed to effect changes in values.
Offshore Oil & Gas Rigs JOB INTERVIEW Aug 05 2020 The job interview is probably the most important step you
will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be prepared to respond effectively to the
questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared this eBooks that will
help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will expect you
to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 272 questions and answers for job
interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 289 video movies for a better understanding of the technological
process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that
will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Zivilprozessuale Gruppenvergleichsverfahren Oct 26 2019 In der europaweit gefuhrten Diskussion uber
Verfahren des kollektiven Rechtsschutzes rucken anstelle der Sammelklagen zunehmend Instrumente der
einvernehmlichen Streitbeilegung in den Mittelpunkt. Anstatt auf Anspruchsprufung und Urteil sind

Gruppenvergleichsverfahren ausschliesslich auf den Abschluss eines gerichtlichen Vergleichs unter den zahlreichen
Parteien ausgerichtet. Matthis Peter untersucht aus vergleichender Perspektive die Funktionsweise und die
Wirksamkeit ausgewahlter Gruppenvergleichsverfahren in den USA, den Niederlanden und Deutschland. Auf Basis
der Landerberichte diskutiert er mit Blick auf einen schweizerischen Gesetzesentwurf einige Kernprobleme dieses
relativ neuartigen Verfahrensansatzes.
The Interstitial Spaces of Urban Sprawl Jun 14 2021 This book proposes the idea of interstitial space as a theoretical
framework to describe and understand the implications of in-between lands in urban studies and their profound
transformative effects in cities and their urban character. The analysis of the interstitial spaces is structured into four
themes: the conceptual grounds of interstitial spaces; the nature of interstices; the geographical scale of interstices;
and the relationality of interstices. The empirical section of the book introduces seven cases that illustrate the varied
nature of interstitiality to finally discuss its implications in the broader field of urban studies. Reflections upon
further lines of enquiry and theories of urbanisation, urban sprawl, and cities are highlighted in the conclusion
chapter. This is the ideal text for scholars of urban planning, strategic spatial planning, landscape planning, urban
design, architecture, and other cognate disciplines as well as advanced students in these fields.
From Empire's Servant to Global Citizen Jul 16 2021 The vision of two young scientists, Massey University was
established in 1928 to bring science to New Zealand's role as Britain's farm. Massey has since become New
Zealand's national and a global university, with almost 140,000 alumni spread across 140 different nations. This
candid history looks at the university as it weathered war, funding crises, risk-taking expansion and conflict with the
government's plans for New Zealand's tertiary sector. Written by distinguished historianProfessor Michael Belgrave,
this is a lively look at how an agricultural college grew up to become a leading intellectual centre of excellence.
Translating Evidence and Interpreting Testimony at a War Crimes Tribunal Sep 25 2019 How can defendants
be tried if they cannot understand the charges being raised against them? Can a witness testify if the judges and
attorneys cannot understand what the witness is saying? Can a judge decide whether to convict or acquit if she or he
cannot read the documentary evidence? The very viability of international criminal prosecution and adjudication
hinges on the massive amounts of translation and interpreting that are required in order to run these lengthy,
complex trials, and the procedures for handling the demands facing language services. This book explores the
dynamic courtroom interactions in the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia in which witnesses
testify through an interpreter about translations, attorneys argue through an interpreter about translations and the
interpreting, and judges adjudicate on the interpreted testimony and translated evidence.
Producing Women Jul 04 2020 Producing Women examines the ways femininity is produced through new media.
Michele White considers how women are constructed, produce themselves as subjects, form vital production
cultures on sites like Etsy, and deploy technological processes to reshape their identities and digital characteristics.
She studies the means through which women market traditional female roles, are viewed, and produce and
restructure their gendered, raced, eroticized, and sexual identities. Incorporating a range of examples across
numerous forms of media—including trash the dress wedding photography, Internet how-to instructions about
zombie walk brides, nail polish blogging, DIY crafting, and reborn doll production—Producing Women elucidates
women’s production cultures online, and the ways that individuals can critically study and engage with these
practices.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular English Male Comedians Sep 17 2021
Hands-On Study Guide For Exam 70-411 Oct 31 2022 Do you want to pass exam 70-411 in one shot, and gain reallife enterprise skills? You have found the right book! I wrote this book while I was preparing for the same exam and
passed with this same material! This book also contains a complete guide to build your own lab and practice every
exam objective in detail. It is written by a Windows Systems Administrator with over 12 years’ experience and
focuses on two key goals: 1. Pass exam 70-411 in one shot. 2. Gain real-life enterprise skills to defend your
certification. Written with the Microsoft’s official 70-411 exam objectives (Including Windows Server 2012 R2), it
covers the following objectives assessed in the exam: Chapter 1: Deploy, Manage and Maintain Servers Chapter 2:
Configure File and Print Services Chapter 3: Configure Network Services and Access Chapter 4: Configure a
Network Policy Server Infrastructure Chapter 5: Configure and Manage Active Directory Chapter 6: Configure and
Manage Group Policy Each section begins with short theoretical information about the subject, followed by a stepby-step lab guide. All labs have been fully tested and verified. Exam 70-411 counts as credit toward MCSA and
MCSE certifications. Your search stops here. Buy this book now and pass your 70-411 exam in one shot!
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Expatriate Footballers in Spain Sep 29 2022
VAT Neutrality Jun 26 2022 Most major economies use a value added tax (VAT) which is a derivation of the French
1954 taxe sur la valeur ajoutée. The initial imposition of VAT in France and its spread around the world have been
driven by economic reasons. This book focuses on one of these economic triggers: the neutrality of VAT as regards
the functioning of the economy. It demonstrates that the reason VAT was chosen in France and why thereafter it
spread around the world was because it offered the possibility to collect governmental revenue while allowing the
economic forces of the market to interplay without being adversely affected. The prerequisite conditions for the

existence of VAT neutrality are therefore identified herein along with an overview of the VAT mechanism,
demonstrating that the concept of neutrality is built into the VAT system in a manner that allows for the preservation
of the natural functioning of the market. After the definition of VAT neutrality is set forth, the elements that
comprise VAT neutrality are tested against the realities on the ground and the issues that infringe the neutrality of
VAT are identified and analysed. In conclusion, remedies for these issues are being sought by a review of the causes
of infringement of VAT neutrality in the perspective of selected proposals for modified VAT systems. These
proposals include redesignating the place where VAT is levied and improving VAT collection. Ultimately, the
proposed solution has recourse to the roots of VAT together with the most advanced technological tools available to
give back to VAT the power to levy revenue while letting the economic forces of the market interplay without
instigating any adverse influence.
My True-Life Story of Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma plus Amputation Nov 27 2019 This story is of my unexpected
life experience and my journey of Non-Hodgkin T-Cell Lymphoma, which resulted in the subsequent amputation of
my left foot, and covers my progress over five hospitals plus my Chemotherapy treatment and my rehabilitation with
Prosthetics, along with my life after hospital.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular UEFA Euro 2016 Players Nov 19 2021
Proceedings of the 15th European Conference on eGovernment 2015 Oct 19 2021 Complete proceedings of the
15th European Conference on eGovernment Portsmouth UK Published by Academic Conferences and Publishing
International Limited
The Impact of eConveyancing on Title Registration Mar 24 2022 This work is an assessment of how to manage risk
in property transactions in the context of the move from paper-based to electronic conveyancing (eConveyancing).
In particular the focus is on risks that impact on title registration, and the security, protection or lack thereof that this
registration offers to land owners, third parties and property claimants. The impact is the extent to which a change in
the transactional process may unintentionally affect risk (being the consequence of change and the likelihood of that
consequence having a negative effect). The risks are identified, analysed and evaluated against the backdrop of title
registration and the development of eConveyancing through a comparative analysis of the systems in Ireland and
Ontario, while also referencing other developing electronic systems around the globe.
50 Years Of Engineering In Singapore Dec 21 2021 An underpinning force in Singapore's remarkable 50-year
transformation into a sophisticated world-class city, engineering has contributed significantly to the nation's
economic, infrastructural and social developments. A joint publication by The Institution of Engineers, Singapore,
and World Scientific Publishing, to celebrate Singapore's 50th birthday, 50 Years of Engineering in Singapore
brings to life the extraordinary engineering feats across multiple disciplines and tells the stories of these exceptional
engineers who, with their determinations and courage, turned the little red dot into a jewel of a city. A vibrant record
of engineering excellence, the publication traces the goliath challenges impeding the nation's growth over the past
five decades, and the engineering innovations that brought about wealth creation, higher standards of living, and
enhanced liveability. This compendium covers land transportation (ERP system, MRT and LRT, roads and buses
system); water management and engineering; energy (supply and maintenance); manufacturing in the areas of
electronics, precision engineering, chemical and pharmaceutical/bio-medical engineering;
housing/cities/infrastructure and land use (reclamation and underground); air and sea hub; and telecommunications,
ICT and software. Contents: Foreword by DPM Teo Chee HeanForeword by Er. Edwin KhewEditor's Remark by
Prof Cham Tao SoonAcknowledgementsLand TransportationWaterEnergyManufacturingBuildings &
InfrastructureAerospaceInfocomm TechnologyOffshore & MarineHealth & SafetyConclusion: Engineers for the
FutureIndex Readership: Researchers, professionals, academics, and laymen interested in all aspects of engineering.
Keywords: Global Hub;Manufacturing;Electronics Engineering;Chemical Engineering;Bio-Medical
Engineering;Infrastructure;Transportation;Water Management;Energy;SoftwareReview:0
The Syrian Jihad Apr 12 2021 The eruption of the anti-Assad revolution in Syria has had many unintended
consequences, among which is the opportunity it offered Sunni jihadists to establish a foothold in the heart of the
Middle East. That Syria's ongoing civil war is so brutal and protracted has only compounded the situation, as have
developments in Iraq and Lebanon. Ranging across the battlefields and international borders have been dozens of
jihadi Islamist fighting groups, of which some coalesced into significant factions such as Jabhat al Nusra and the
Islamic State. This book assesses and explains the emergence since 2011 of Sunni jihadist organizations in Syria's
fledgling insurgency, charts their evolution and situates them within the global Islamist project. Unprecedented
numbers of foreign fighters have joined such groups, who will almost certainly continue to host them. Thus, external
factors in their emergence are scrutinized, including the strategic and tactical lessons learned from other jihadist
conflict zones and the complex interplay between Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State and how it has influenced the
jihadist sphere in Syria. Tensions between and conflict within such groups also feature in this indispensable volume.
European Union Law of State Aid Nov 07 2020 Introduction to State aid law and policy -- The definition of state
aid -- Compatibility of aid : general principles -- International agreements -- The general block exemption regulation
-- Regional aid -- SME and risk finance aid -- Research, development and innovation -- Training and employment

aid -- Energy and environmental protection -- Disaster aid -- Transport -- Media and communications -- Culture,
Heritage, sport and local infrastructure -- Rescue and restructuring aid -- Financial services -- Agriculture and
fisheries -- Supervision by the commission -- Enforcement in the European court -- Enforcement in the National
courts
Strategic Management: Concepts and Cases: Competitiveness and Globalization Jun 02 2020 Examine strategic
management with the market-leading book that sets the standard as today's most intellectually rich, practical analysis
of strategic management. Written by prominent management scholars and award-winning instructors,
Hitt/Ireland/Hoskisson's STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: COMPETITIVENESS AND GLOBALIZATION, 13E
incorporates cutting-edge research and new examples from more than 600 companies to reveal how firms effectively
use the strategic management process. This edition combines a classic industrial organization model with a resourcebased view of the firm to demonstrate how businesses establish competitive advantages and create value for
stakeholders in the global marketplace. You study how firms govern themselves, the value of strategic alliances to
global companies and the value firms create by melding strategic management and entrepreneurial behaviors when
competing. Also included at no additional charge are 20 leading business cases, carefully selected by the authors,
which cover several US and international businesses across many industries.With STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
you gain the insights and understanding you need to outperform competitors and excel as a strategic leader.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
The Alawis of Syria Mar 31 2020 Throughout the turbulent history of the Levant the 'Alawis - a secretive, resilient
and ancient Muslim sect - have aroused suspicion and animosity, including accusations of religious heresy. More
recently they have been tarred with the brush of political separatism and complicity in the excesses of the Assad
regime, claims that have gained greater traction since the onset of the Syrian uprising and subsequent devastating
civil war. The contributors to this book provide a complex and nuanced reading of Syria's 'Alawi communities -from
loyalist gangs (Shabiha) to outspoken critics of the regime. Drawing upon wide-ranging research that examines the
historic, political and social dynamics of the 'Alawi and the Syrian state, the current tensions are scrutinised and
fresh insights offered. Among the themes addressed are religious practice, social identities, and relations to the
Ba'ath party, the Syrian state and the military apparatus. The analysis also extends to Lebanon with a focus on the
embattled 'Alawi community of Jabal Mohsen in Tripoli and state relations with Hizballah amid the current crisis.
Information Fusion for Cyber-Security Analytics May 02 2020 This book highlights several gaps that have not
been addressed in existing cyber security research. It first discusses the recent attack prediction techniques that
utilize one or more aspects of information to create attack prediction models. The second part is dedicated to new
trends on information fusion and their applicability to cyber security; in particular, graph data analytics for cyber
security, unwanted traffic detection and control based on trust management software defined networks, security in
wireless sensor networks & their applications, and emerging trends in security system design using the concept of
social behavioral biometric. The book guides the design of new commercialized tools that can be introduced to
improve the accuracy of existing attack prediction models. Furthermore, the book advances the use of Knowledgebased Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) to complement existing IDS technologies. It is aimed towards cyber
security researchers.
Ships and Offshore Structures XIX Aug 24 2019 This three-volume work presents the proceedings from the 19th
International Ship and Offshore Structures Congress held in Cascais, Portugal on 7th to 10th September 2015. The
International Ship and Offshore Structures Congress (ISSC) is a forum for the exchange of information by experts
undertaking and applying marine structural research.The aim of
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Real Madrid C.F. Players Dec 29 2019
Orthodox Christianity and the Politics of Transition Apr 24 2022 This book discusses in detail how Orthodox
Christianity was involved in and influenced political transition in Ukraine, Serbia and Georgia after the collapse of
communism. Based on original research, including extensive interviews with clergy and parishioners as well as
historical, legal and policy analysis, the book argues that the nature of the involvement of churches in postcommunist politics depended on whether the interests of the church (for example, in education, the legal system or
economic activity) were accommodated or threatened: if accommodated, churches confined themselves to the sacred
domain; if threatened they engaged in daily politics. If churches competed with each other for organizational
interests, they evoked the support of nationalism while remaining within the religious domain.
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